




High Level Concept









400 Individual Elements

Series 2 contains 400 individual elements which can be traded and won
In future series we plan to work with real fashion labels to create the clothes and accessories



Unique Battle System

The Battle System allows players to stake elements of their cards when 
they play against each other much like ’Top Trumps’. Cards are priced low, 

but they accumulate value as they win more battles



Nested NFTs

Nested NFTs are hosted and controlled by NPG LTD. at a public address unique to every card. 
Thus, each card acts as a mini ‘hosted wallet’ with multiple NFTs inside it. 

These constituent NFTs, when won off an opposing player 
Can be listed on the NPG exchange site “NPGeX” and sold 

for profit, or added to a player card to make it stronger



PHYSICAL NFT TRADING CARDS
Phase 4 of the Ninja Punk Girls business plan is to create and produce 
physical trading cards which contain 6 opportunities to battle against 
other players and win the constituent NFTs that are contained inside 
each card. 

Cards also contain pennies worth of Bitcoin, much like scratchcards
today, so that in the case that cards remain un-used, they appreciate 
in value over time as the price of BitcoinSV goes up. In this regard they 
function as ‘micro-wallets’, great for saving and collecting!

Additionally, NPG will partner with street fashion brands and other 
creators to provide winners with real fashionable items one in every 
1000 cards. 



Working with influencers:

A key part of the Ninja Punk Girl marketing strategy is to engage brand ambassadors
and influencers that have been traditionally been outside BSV culture and incentivize 

them by turning them into real-life tradable NFT gaming cards. 

We think there’s an enormous market for these types of girls in the Metaverse and plan to 
Create Series 4 around real-life ‘Ninja Punk Style Girls’ such as these: 



What we’re asking for: 

£145,000 to fund the creation of: 

NPG Website: £8,000
Card Game App: £28,000
NFT Exchange: £28,000

2 more Card Series & 3D Cards : £30,000
Publicity: £50,000 



£150,000 
To fund the creation of a real-time Penny-Battling Arcade

Game that allows players to win BSV off each other



Multiple Revenue Streams: 

NPG takes 7% on exchange fees of traded cards

New limited edition series every three months

Penny Arcade revenue

Merchandise: toys, clothes, posters, comics, cartoon etc.

License the Battle System to other creators & brands 



The Goal:

To be the ‘Crypto Kitties’ of BitcoinSV
& sell a million NFT cards for £10 each









Of the roughly 10,000 public 
blockchains in existence, only one 
scales globally to support digital 

cash for 8bn people

Why BitcoinSV?



Why me?



Brand Ambassadors 
& InfluencersTwitter

Discord

Website










